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Report outline

• Reasons and aims

• Calamary accelerator: installation and diagnostics possibilities

• Study of fiberglass reinforced with carbon nanotubes destruction

under a high-current electron beam impact

• Other experiments:

• Spheroplastics destruction

• Acoustic and shockwaves propagation

• Plasma dynamics

• Conclusions and plans for the future



Reasons and aims

The active development of materials science leads to the emergence of new

polymer and composite materials that are in demand in the space and aircraft

industry. However, the features its destruction are often poorly understood. This is

especially true for powerful volumetric pulsed impact. At the same time,

mathematical modeling of the propagation of shock waves in materials with a

complex structure is extremely difficult and requires verification.

Simple example for polymers with rather similar mechanical properties
[Demidov B.A., Ivkin M.V., Petrov V.A., et. al. Journal of Surface Investigation: X-Ray, 

Synchrotron and Neutron Techniques. 2008. - V. 2. - № 4. - P. 631-636.]
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Reasons and aims

Using nanotubes for reinforcing composite materials can lead to a noticeable

change in mechanical properties due to the redistribution of energy absorption

channels. In addition, a high concentration of nanotubes can significantly change

the conductivity of the material (in the samples under consideration, the difference

reached 103), which is especially important for experiments with electron beams.
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Multilayer carbon nanotubes (MCNTs) with a diameter of 40 to 200 nm

obtained by catalytic pyrolysis of a propane-butane fraction with nickel

catalysts [V. A. Kryuchkov., M. V. Kryuchkov, N. V. Vymorkov et al. Composites
and nanostructures. Volume 6, No. 4, p. 223-228, 2014].



Reasons and aims

The reaction of difficult materials under pulsed loading, especially in the case of

volumetric energy release, can significantly differ from the stationary and surface

cases.
IgdantineRS-20 accelerator

Ee ≈ 1 MeV, W = 45 kJ

Calamary accelerator

Ee≈0.3 MeV, W = 430 J

Sheroplastics

Calamary accelerator Ee≈0.3 MeV, W = 500-650 J/cm2



Electron beam current

I ≤  45 kA

Electron energy

E ≤ 350 keV

Pulse duration (FWHM)

τ ~ 100 ns. 

W = 30 – 1500 Дж/см2

Possible energy fluxes

Arkadyev-Marx generator DFL Explosive emission and e-beam in vacuum diodde



1. Fast processes  →  Low-inductor shunt and divider.

2. Difficulties with measuring size of beam-target interaction.

3. High level of electromagnetic noise, which makes it difficult to use 

electronics. Necessary to use bulky protection shield.

Optimal solution seems to be 

imaging plates

but

too expansive



high-voltage capacitive divider

To oscilloscope

XR 

detector

Laser

540 nm

pinhole

camera

Registered parameters:

• Current in vacuum diode

• Input voltage

• Size of beam-target interaction aria

• Bremsstrahlung power

• Plasma light dynamics

• Shadow and schliren images of plasma and shock 

waves in transparent targets

• Mechanical recoil impulse

shunt

LED streak-camera

slit



Plasma processes τ < 1 μs

Shockwaves processes τ > 10 μs

Semicontinuous laser

Adjustment of registration time in wide range

A pulsed laser with a wavelength of 1079 nm 

with an active element from a single crystal of 

yttrium orthoaluminate with neodymium was 

used as the radiation source of the probe. The 

laser worked in the mode of intracavity second 

harmonic generation with radiation output only 

at a wavelength of 540 nm. The pulse energy 

was90 mJ, the duration was ~300 μs, the 

divergence did not exceed 5 mrad; the 

Calamary accelerator was switched on 80–90μs 

after the beginning of the generation of the 

laser pulse.





Schliren methos



B. A. Demidov, E. D. Kazakov, Yu. G. Kalinin, D. I. Krutikov, A. A. Kurilo, M. Yu. Orlov, M. G. 

Strizhakov, S. I. Tkachenko, K. V. Chukbar & A. Yu. Shashkov Application of Laser Shadow Streak 

Image for Studying the Dynamics of Shock Waves in Transparent Materials //Instruments and 

Experimental Techniques volume 63, pages370–374(2020)





Distribution of the absorbed dose of the 

electron beam for 4 experiments. Green 

line – gray sample, 670 J; blue line –

black sample, 570J; red line – black samle

560 J; black line – white sample 570 J.

Current attenuation by the thickness of the 

fiberglass under electron beam exposure for 4 

experiments. Green line – gray sample, 670 J; 

blue line – black sample, 570J; red line – black 

samle 560 J; black line – white sample 570 J.

For four experiments, the Monte Carlo method was used to calculate the distribution of the 

absorbed dose of the electron beam over the thickness of the fiberglass samples. [*]

* Lappa, A.V., Burmistrov, D.S., Vasil'ev, O.N. Calculation of microdosimetric characteristics in water radiated by 

electrons and gamma quanta.//Izvestiya VUZov. Physics. 1988. No. 2.P. 77.







sample

cathode

sample

cathode

At the initial stage, we see
structured (due to the generation
features) laser radiation bounded
from below by a cathode, and above
with an anode plate 2 mm thick on
the back surface of which a sample
was mounted. Subsequently, the
appearance of a shadow is observed.
In this case, simultaneously with the
appearance of the shadow, a weak
unstructured glow is observed. This
through the color filters breaks
through its own plasma glow. It was
found that the expansion pattern is
significantly different for the cases of
a focused and defocused beam.



sample

cathode

sample

cathode

Sample W, J/cm2 Δm,mg Δm/E,mg/J Result

White 1 720 90 0.15 undestroyed

White 2 950 152 0.36 destroyed

Grey 1 850 86 0.13 undestroyed

Grey 2 960 97 0.36 destroyed

Black 1 660 63 0.12 undestroyed

Black 2 1100 111 0.20 destroyed

The energy flux density and the values of the entrained mass of the sample and the specific

energy consumption per unit of entrained mass are given — the sublimation coefficient. It can

be seen that the difference in the spallation energy flux density for all three materials differs

slightly, and, taking into account the errors characteristic of the plasma experiment (20%),

they coincide. In addition, at high energy densities, the sublimation coefficient increases. This

is most likely due to an increase in the degrees of freedom of beam energy expenditure. Part

of the beam energy begins to be spent on interaction with a substance that has flown from the

surface of the sample at the initial stage of irradiation. Therefore, the sublimation coefficients

for such materials, it is advisable to determine at not too high energy exposure.
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Spheroplastics, or syntactic foams, are composites consisting of microspheres uniformly 

distributed over the polymeric matrix [*].Glass spheres with a diameter of 30-120 microns 

are used to fill the composite material. Some samples used microspheres, the surface of 

which was modified with tungsten.

* Berlin, A.A. and Shutov, F.A., Uprochnennye gazonapolnennye plastmassy (Reinforced Gas-Filled Plastics), Moscow: Khimiya, 1980.

organosilicon elastomer bound

W-modified
spheres

Not-modified
spheres

<1 mm 

from the crater

surface
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The formation of nanowhiskers should be associated with the influence of secondary factors 

(pressure pulse generation and electrification) that accompany the nanosecond RE flux 

absorption in a dielectric material.

Milekhin, Y.M., Sadovnichii, D.N., Sheremetyev, K.Y. et al. Formation of Nanowhiskers in Tungsten-Containing Syntactic 

Foam under Nanosecond Relativistic Electron Beam. Dokl Chem 487, 184–187 (2019).

Typical SEM image of the SF-1 volume at a depth

of more than 1 mm from the crater surface in the

direction of the electron beam of the Calamary

accelerator with a flux density of 230 J/cm2. Sample

thickness, 8 mm.

Typical SEM image of nanowhiskers in SF-1 after

exposure to the electron beam of the Calamary

accelerator with a flux density of 230 J/cm2. Sample

thickness, 8 mm.
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D.N. Sadovnichy, Yu.M. Milekhin, Yu.G. Kalinin, E. D. Kazakov et.al. Some features of ablation of spheroplasty based on nitrile butadiene 

rubber when exposed to a beam of relativistic electrons./Technical Physics Letters (presented)

Nitrile butadiene rubber bound

In the middle On the periphery

Cathode 

with anode ablated material





PMMA N20

(25 mm height sample)

V0А= 3.2 km/s; Cp PMMA= 2.68 km/s

V0B= 2.6 km/s;

Pulse duration τ= 110 ns

Energy W= 420 J

Current I= 18 kA

Voltage U= 240 kV

V0B=2.9 km/s; 

Cp polystyrene= 2.35 km/s

Pulse duration τ=130 ns

Energy W= 520 J

Current I= 19 kA

Voltage U= 260 kV

Polystyrene 23 mm 



V0А= 3.1 km/s; Cp PMMA= 2.55-2.68 km/s

VAВ= 0.2 km/s

Pulse duration τ= 130 ns

Energy W= 430 J

Current I=18 kA

Voltage U=  180 kV

PMMA

10 mm

V0А= 6.4 km/s   Cp K-8= 6.01 km/s

C S K-8=3.66 km/s

Pulse duration τ= 120 ns

Energy W= 380 J

Current I= 15 kA

Voltage U= 210 kV

optical glass K-8 

(SCHOTT glass  N-BK7) 

10 mm



Glass LK-5 (analog SCHOTT glass FK)

Glass TF-7 (SCHOTT glass N-SF10)

V0А= 5.8 km/s   Cp LK-5= 5.79 km/s

V0В= 3.6 km/s   C S LK-5=3.60 km/s

Pulse duration τ= 130 ns

Energy W= 550 J

Current I=19 kA

Voltage U=220 kV

V0B= 3.9 km/s   Cp LK-5= 3.79 km/s

V0C= 2.2 km/s   C S LK-5=2.19 km/s

Pulse duration τ= 120 ns

Energy W= 490 J

Current I=22 kA

Voltage U=200 kV



Glass LK-5

PMMA   N17 with wide cathode, 

defocused beam 

V0А= 5.8 km/s   Cp LK-5= 5.79 km/s

V0В= 3.6 km/s   C S LK-5=3.60 km/s

V0А= 3.1 km/s; Cp PMMA= 2.68 km/s

V0В= 1.6 km/s; CS PMMA= 1.36 km/s

Energy W= 430 J

Energy W= 550 J



Typical

Specific

S. S. Ananyev et. al. Behavior specificities of the plasma in the REB - polymeric anode interactions. 2016 J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 747 012003



Typical

Specific



• The destruction mechanisms of materials with a complex 

structure under powerful impulse impact are quite complex, 

depend on many factors and require further study.

• The presence and concentration of carbon nanotubes (and, accordingly, conductivity) 

have little effect on the destruction of composite materials (at least fiberglass).

• Irradiation with a high-current electron beam leads to the formation of nanowhiskers

in spheroplastics based on an organosilicon elastomer. In the samples based on nitrile 

butadiene rubber, no nanowhiskers were found. Probably, their formation is 

associated both with the peculiarities of the binder and with the specific conditions of 

the experiment.

• The propagation of both acoustic and shock waves was observed for a number of 

transparent materials in various operating modes of the facility. At the present time, 

experiments have begun to find the transition regime.

• Plasma processes in a high-voltage vacuum diode have been studied for decades, but 

it is still not clear




